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Course Termination
Stirs Controversy

V.

by JEANNE WEBER
Last year Madison College sponsored a series of unique children's Physical Education programs administered under the auspices of the Department of Continuing
Studies. This fall the.programs were discontinued bytiu
administration, setting off a wave of controversy among
faculty members, student assistants and parents of the
community who were involved with their children in the
programs.
What exactly were these programs? At the start of the
72-73 school year Dr. David Fox, Dean of Continuing
Studies, asked each department to submit suggestions for
programs. The Physical and Health Education Department responded with classes given In Pre-school Movement, for parents and their children between the ages of
nine months to five years, for an hour on two weekday
mornings. Swimming, Gymnastics, and Creative Dance
classes were held on Saturdays for young children through high school seniors.
Mrs. Jane Myers, Assistant Professor of Physical and
Health Education at Madison, taught the Pre-school Movement Program for boys and girls and Creative Dance
for girls at elementary and secondary levels. Mr. Hayes
Kruger, Assistant Professor of Physical and Health Education at Madison, instructed Gymnastics for girls at
both elementary and secondary levels. Mr. Charles Arnold, Assistant Professor of Physical and Health Education at Madison, taught Swimming classes for boys
and girls. The programs ran from.last September through April and were then carried over through the summer session.
As taught In the 300 level Physical Education theory
classes at Madison, motor-skill and movement learning
development Is most effective when taught at an early
age especially between birth and the first five years of
life. AS stated by Dr. Logan Wright In the Spring 1973
Journal for the •Illinois Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation-—"more and more developmental psychologists and more and more physical
educators everyday are becoming more aware of the importance of movement, movement skills, of not only the
ability to move, but the ability to perform skillfully in
certain areas as far as the self-concept is concerned.
We are becoming more aware all the time of the effects
of physical activity and motor activity on emotional behavior. There has been a good amount of research In the
past five to ten years with human subjects demonstrating the beneficial effects of any kind df sensory or motor experience In human beings during the first two years of life.* In the May 1971 issue of "Johper" Keturah
E. Whitehurst states "according to leading psychologists
movement means many things to children... 1) life, 2)self-dlscovery, 3) environmental discovery, 4) freedom,
both spatial and self-expressive, 5) safety, 6)fcommunlcatlon, 7) enjoyment and sensous pleasure, and 8) acceptance. If movement means so. much to the developing
child, no further Justification should be required for its
inclusion among the major techniques In education."
According to Mr. Hayes Kruger and Mrs. Jane Myers
these programs not only provided a service to the community but more importantly provided Madison College
students, Physical and non-Physical Education majors,
with an opportunity to reinforce their classroom learning and to prepare for student teaching through observing
and assisting in these laboratory experiences. Mr. Kruger commented that the Importance of gaining teaching
experience over an extended amount of time, In addition
to or without the eight weeks of regular student teaching,
where gymnastics, dance and movement skills can be
further developed Is irreplaceable.
There were approximately eight student instructors
for each program. Some were paid and the rest were
volunteers. In addition to student assistants many other
Madison students Interested in education observed the
classes and participated in teaching.
People traveled from as far as West Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania to view the programs because of
their uniqueness, stated Mrs. Myers. "We had a learning disabilities child who after participating In thepro(Contlnued on page 4)

Seals and Crofts perform to an enthusiastic
crowd In Godwin (see pictures pages 6-7).

Photo by Bob Morgan

Extended Break - Rumor
campus' fuel situation is not
By CINDI CARNEY
severly threatened by the fuel
Due to the national energy
shortage. However, the adml- •_
■crisis, there Is a rumor that
nistration has formed an Enhas been floating around the
ergy Conservation Committee
Madison College Campus that
which is dealing with the speseems to be based on ground' elf lc manner in which Madison
less speculations. Some stucan decrease its fuel consumdents mistakenly believe that
ption. The policies which they
the Christmas break will be
are forming are based on guiextended Into February, which
delines set by Richmond. Six
would In turn cause second semen representing all areas of
mester to last until mid-June.
the
administration are partiWhether anxiety or hope was
cipating on this committee
aroused by this rumor, studwith Mr. Wagonner, Director
ents should disregard It beof the Physical Plant, as chacause there is little chance
irman.
of this policy ever becoming
a reality. The Administration
According to Mr. Dan Scott,
of Madison College assures
Assistant Director of the Phythe student body that this plan sical Plant, the college Is presently engaging In various fodoes not apply to this instirms of fuel conservation. The
tution's schedule.
most direct result which will
In fact, at the present, the
affect students living In dormitories is that the heat will
be lowered at least five de"Bertha," an all-girl rock
grees across campus, with the
band and the James Montgomaximum temperature set at
mery Boogie Band will pres68 degrees. This wiU serve
ent a concert in Wilson Audia double purpose; it will stop
torium on Sunday, December
student complaints concerning
2nd at 7:00 p.m.
overheating in dormitories as
The concert is free to stuwell as serve as an aid in condents with I.D's and $1.00
serving fuel.
for all non-students. There
A survey will be conducted on
Will be one show only.
campus.to determine which

outside lights will be appropriate to disconnect. Student
safety will be a main determinant In this area of the energy crisis, and the committee
will have to choose the lesser
of the evils.
In addition to these two major
conservations, there will be
various other policies which
will go into effect. State vehicles owned by Madison College are not permitted to go
over 50 m.p.h. Surveyors will
be checking humidity levels In
the more modern buildings on
campus for the express purpose of Increasing the humidity, to give the buildings more
warmth. Outside doors on buildings will be inspected to
determine if they close properly. Caulking,
weatherstripping and insulating will
be undertaken In needed areas
The steam distribution system
will be appraised to determine
in what way the system can
function most efficiently. Finally, power will be shut off
In unoccupied buildings.
Mr. Scott explained that the
real energy crisis on campus
is not a lack of electricity.
The power company which su(Contlnued on page 12)
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Movement Needs
Dear Editor:
•'You exercise that you may
keep pace wRh the earth and
the soul of the earth. For to
be idle Is to become a stranger
unto the seasons, and to step
out of life's processions, that
marshes In majesty and proud
submission towards the infinite.
When you exercise
(more) you are a flute through
whose heart the whispering of
the hours turns to music."
—anonymous
How eloquently the above
quote captures the value of
movement as man relates to
his environment—to the soul
of the earth: Movement begins
at the time of conception where
man has no choice—he moves
to function.
A stimulating environment
Is essential for the Infant to
continue this inborn quality of
movement. The absence of
such an environment may Inhibit the learning and maturaon processes. Many people
have limited knowledge of the
movement needs of a child.
The pre-school program at
Madison College was structured to Introduce the parents
to these movement needs. The
parents
gained movement
knowledge while the child developed movement awareness.
What can be more Important
In a Continuing Education
Program?
In working with the preschool program It became evldent that this served as a
valuable transitional stage
between home and acbopl-

School was a happy placet
Likewise, this offered a valuable laboratory experience
for future teachers. Where
can students get this opportunity now?
Our experience with the
gymnastic program for children ages 6 to 17 years emphasized the need for the development of basic movement
foundations for the pre-school
child.
While working with
these children It became apparent that many could not
perform such basic motor patterns as walking, running, and
feeling rhythm. It became
evident to us that this basic
deficiency stifled our ability
to teach and their ability to
learn. Unnecessary frustration resulted for all concerned.
Due to the Importance of
the development of movement
awareness for the child, parent and future teachers, we
feel that the decision to eliminate the children's program
at Madison College deserves
further considerations. "For
to be Idle Is to become a
stranger unto the seasons, and
to step out of life's processions..." We want each child
to become a functionally moving individual who may Join
the seasons with vigor and
move to his own music.
Ruth Harp
Nancy-Jo Morrlssey
Box 2482
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Emphasis On Love And Life
"The World of Apu," shown
last Sunday evening In Wilson
Is a movie of monumental
simplicity. Its theme Is that
life, however embattled, Is
sacred.
The central character, Apu,
Is an impoverished writer living In Calcutta. Taken as a
guest to a wedding in the
country, he volunteers to substitute for the bridegroom,
who Is shown In one fleeting,
tender scene, to be insane.
(In a land where marriages are
regularly arranged, none of
this Is implausible.)
Apu takes his bride back to
his meager city room, where l
their marriage is delicately
shown to develop into deep
love. She goes back home to
have her baby, dies In childbirth. Her husband, totally
disillusioned, wanders aimlessly for five years, returns
indifferently to his late wife's
home to see his son, Is won
by the child to a love not only
for the boy but for life.
Satyajit Ray has directed
the movie with apparent economy of means. Settings are
simple and realistic; characters are few and quiet; scenes
are lightly sketched and stop
abruptly as soon as a fact,
an Idea, a mood, or a plot
turn Is established.
But this economy Is more
apparent than real.
Each
scene Is meticulously lighted
to produce every gradation
from white to black. Flesh
has exquisite tonal shading.
Sounds—of steam locomotives
and whistles, of birds and an-

imals and running water—are
calculatlngly used as supports
or foils. Ravi Shankar's sitar music Is used only Intermittently but always tellingly.
In short, Ray's simplicity of
effect is achieved by highly
sophisticated means.
Casting Is flawless. Soumltra Chatterjee as Apu Is
handsome when clean shaven
at the beginning and no less
so when bewhlskered at the
end. His action Is usually
understated and convincing.
When he Is happy, his happiness glows. When he Is
In anguish, however, one Is
reminded that the acting standards of India are not always those of the West.
Opposite Chatterjee as
Aparna, his wife, Is Sarmlla
Tagore, granddaughter of the
great Hindu poet Rablndiinath
Tagore. By Western standards she may not be perfectly beautiful, but she looks the
very soul of gentle voluptuous ness. And she comes to command toe love of the audience
as she does the love of Apu.
Ray's foot slips once when
he has Apu, in his period of
despondency after his wife's
death, discard his half-finished novel as he watches a sunset. Discarding the manuscript would have been believable, but the sunset makes
the act misleading and unconvincing: fake and Romantic In
a work pervasively genuine
and realistic.
Although the time is the
present and the place la In-

dia, the values of "The World
of Apu," a deeply touching
film without at any point a
tearjerker, are limited to no
time and no place. Instead
they are fundamentally and eternally human.

Happy The Man
Dear Editor:
Often enough, as you walk alongside the red or grey brick
dormitories of Madison College, you may hear, piercing
through the clean crisp air of
toe Shenandoah Valley, progressive rock music free-flowing
out of open windows, usually In
a realm of Yes, Genesis, Pink
Floyd, and Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer. Mais Oui, there are
people on this campus who enjoy
good rock, and yet, In terms of
progressive music, where are
you Madison College?
All Is not lost. On December 1,
In the Warren Campus Center,
an Independent free concert will
be presented featuring Happy
The Man. England you're Invited, but we have no tea.
J.E.S.

Album Grooves
Several musicians who lifted
and coined as their own cognomen, a trade name from a
steamroller that was going
down Fountain Avenue in Hollywood, emerged In the early
mid-sixties as an urban folk
movement. The Buffalo Springfield has once again been
captured on a superb twin LP
set on Atco Records (SD 2806).
This album features the nine
(9:00) minute
version of
"Bluebird" whlc^has never
before been released. The
timeless musical skill of Stephen Stills, Richie Furay, Neil
Young, Bruce Palmer, Jim
Messina, and Dewey Martin
is remarkably rejuvenated once again on an anthology embracing "the entire rock and
roll ethos in the most primal
sense," according to JeanCharles Costa. All 23 tracks
are choice selections and incluse: "Out of My Mind",
"Pay the Price",
"Hung
Upside
Down", "Special

Care»
"Four Days Are
Gone", "Uno~Mundo" and
others.
If you haven't yet discovered
the past talent of the Springfield, it's not too late. This
album Is today's sound that
was recorded long ago. A
well known San Francisco music critic puts It this way:
"The group hit highs that
were simply unimaginable in
those days and though it has
taken years to be "rediscovered " through subsequent
group incarnations, they were
a group who brought us all
carloads of very good times
In music with an infinite araount of Joy, humor, and
grace despite trying times."
"Herman", PeterNoone, has
signed as a solo artist with
Mercury Records.
Billy Preston and Ray Charles will soon be recording together for the first time.
Steve Winwood and Traffic
have been busy making music
and George Harrslon gas been
busy writing music. The ar-

More On Preschoolers
Dear Editor,
Last school year I was an
Instructor of gymnastics classes offered as a part of the
children's
movement programs at Madison. I share
the same opinions as Ruth
Buddj that these programs
were extremely valuable to
the children participating and
the students teaching. They
should not be discontinued.
I once heard that one way
to learn Is to try and teach
someone. As an Instructor
I realized the value of being
able to teach children. I
gained much valuable experience from watching and teaching, experience I could not get
by sitting in a classroom.
Now the Saturday classes
have been stopped and I know
of no plans for them to be
held in the near future. The
administration Is convinced
that the individuals Involved
with these programs were devoting their valuable time and
energy Just for the money.
This is not true.
I began teaching children
gymnastics a year before
these classes began on Saturday mornings In the old Keezel Gym. I also attended clinics and Judged area high
school meets, not because I
was being paid because I
wasn't, but because I enjoyed
teaching and feel it Is a valuable learning experience. After all, what Is college for if

it's not for education of everyone?
Anyone observing these
movement classes could see
that the expert Instructors
were "money-hungry"; rather
they enjoyed teaching and strongly felt they were important
programs for the children as
well as the students. The
administration failed to notice
this.
Could it be because
they rarely visited the Saturday classes in Godwin.
Trick or Treat? I think
it's far more serious man
this. If s downright manipulation of the students and
faculty and community for the
administration's own selfish
means.

There's a special rate
most airlines don't
advertise.
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FOOSBALL CENTER
Open 3 - 11 p.m.
Mon. — FrL
Sat.; Sun. 12 - 12a.m.
WEXT TO
BACK ALLEY BIKES
Behind Martin's Garage
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Records, Tapes, and Cassettes
Pictures, Posters, Mottoes
Pen and Pencil Sets
The Living Bible (in seven bindings)
The Virginia Way, by Friddell
College Dictionaries & Books

80 South Main Street 433-2421
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Cookies, Anyone?
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Christmas Gift Suggestions

Gold
Stamping
done!

tists have recently made contributions to the forthcoming
album by Alvin Lee and Mylon LeFevre.
Ferrante & Teicher Is set
to record their 110th album
for United Artists. They have,
over a period of 13 years,
earned 10 gold LPs and 4
gold singles. The group has
sold over 25 million records.
George Orwell's "1984" Is
the basis for David Bowie's
latest musical. Scheduled to
open In the U.K. next March,
the production will star Bowie.
Six songs for the score have
been completed.
Donovan will soon be set for
a new English LP release.
Andrew Loog Oldham is in the
U.K. producing the album.
Bob Dylan has officially split
from Columbia, and everyone
is wondering what will be his
next label. Dylan; however,
is busy with an upcoming concert with The Band.
TV movie "Sunshine" Includes eight John Denver compositions in Its soundtrack.
Art Garfunkel's «Angel Clalr* album has given birth to
another single: "I Shall Sing."
Rumor has It that Bob Dylan
and Elektra-Asylum may wed.
Early next month, three weeks prior to Christmas, Joni
Mitchell will have out another

Barbara Hughen

VALLEY BOOKS
*
*
*
*
*
*

By Purple Fox
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Elektra LP.
Three former Beatles have
myself. I then head for the door.
filed another suit. John, GeoA student stopped me and said,
rge, and Rlngo claim that an
"You're not planning to take
agreement that they signed on
these cookies out of the D-hall,
May 8, 1969 Is not valid •beare you?" I politely replied,
cause they did not fully under-s
•Yes I am. What's it to you?"
cause they did not fully underHe men proceeded to chew my
stand the nature and effect of
ear off with rules and regulait" They also claim that a
tions. "I am going to have to
similar document was Invalid
report you," he retorted. I
because of misrepresentawas speechless for the first
tions and ABKCO has committime in a fifth of a century.
ted "fundamental breaches of
He then instructed me to either
duties", and that because of
put the cookies back or to ththis, the company is not alrow them away; he remarked
lowed commission as their
that it did not matter to him
agent under the agreement.
which I chose to do, but under
Paul McCartney In 1971 brno circumstances was he going
ought high court action to brto allow me to remove the cooeak up the Beatles because he
kies from the premises. I
did not trust Allen Klein and
mumbled a few choice phrases
his company, ABKCO Indusunder my breath and told him
tries Incorporated. The three
what I am about^to tell you.
other former Beatles asked
First of all, I can foresee no
Klein to stay as manager of
great disaster from taking a
their business affairs.
hall. I rarely eat what is served, for obvious reasons, though I am forced to pay for
It because I live on campus.
Is this fair? I think not.
Dear Editor:
Secondly, I did not have time
It was a dark and stormy afto stay to eat my cookies. I
ternoon. Wednesday's rain
have paid, in fun, for all food
beat heavily upon Mother Na(?) I force down my throat. I
ture's bosom. Luncheon at the
see no difference in eating it
dining hall did not appeal to
in the D-hall or eating it in my
me (as if It ever does.) My frroom. I am not stealing beiend was busily working on his
cause it has been paid for.
term paper after a night withFinally, with all the hatred
out sleep and a morning withand turmoil in the world today i
out nourishment. I was in a grI wish that people would keep
eat hurry, but I popped into the
their mouths shut if they do not
have anything pleasant to say.
D- hall whereupon I took ten
Ken Chep
Box 564
cookies for my friend and

Im-sorry-sir-but-allthe-seats-are-taken-rate.
you re denied a seal on a High! lor which you hold
a confirmed reservation and the airline cant gel you
on another Might scheduled to arrive within two hours
ol your originally scheduled arrival, you're entitled to
■rnmediate compensation
The airline must give you your money beck and an,
amount equal lo the value ol the tirst flight coupon on
your ticket providing the coupon cost a minimum of
$25 and a maximum of $200 In many cases fhat
means double your money back
Deliberate overbooking is a deceptive practice
used to insure a completely booked flight ll an airline
does it to you ask tor immediate compensation II they
refuse ask lor a written explanation And send it lo the
Civil Aeronautics Board in Washington. 0.C
Remember thai next lime you have a hard time
aellmq off the ground
Sponsored by Aviation Consumer Action Proiect
PO Box t9029
Washington O.C. 20036
Prepared by The Stem Concern
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Doctors' Wives
Hold Bazaar
The Woman's Auxiliary to the
Rocklngham County Medical
Society (Doctors' Wires) wlU
bold Its annual bazaar and food
sale" on Friday, November 30,
and Saturday, December 1,
from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.
In the fellowship hall of the
First Presbyterian Church,
Court Square, Harrlsonburg.
Many and varied merchandise such eh:
hand-made
rift Items, Christmas decorations, burlap and
cone
wreaths, white elephant articles, baked goods, home-made
candy, country ham sandwiches, and coffee will be offered for sale.
This Is the Auxiliary's annual-bazaar and Is their major money making project.
During the past three years
1
they have provided funds for'
materials for teaching children In the elementary schools
about drug abuse, have made
a contribution to the Nursing
School Library of Rocklngham
Memorial Hospital, have purchased a rotating tourniquet,
four, geriatric wheel chairs
and an over-the-bed table for
use at Rocklngham Memorial
Hospital, and have contributed
over $300.00 to be used for
leaching devices and educational materials for the Valley
Parents and Friends Organization for the Hearing Impaired. The proceeds from this
year's bazaar will also be
-used for community and hospital projects.
Commuting students can pick
lap their Madison College Student Directories at the Infor] matlon desk on the first floor
of Alumnae Hall. Students need only to present their LD.'s
at the desk.

_
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gram for a year was psychologically and mentally tested
In Charlottesvllle. Results Indicated that the child had
Increased her learning one chronological year beyond
her age. Children with speech problems gained confidence and were able to lmprove...even local pediatricians referred children to the classes." Mrs. Myers
was contacted by three national magazines who requested articles and a photographic essay on the programs.
Madison was contacted to present a display at the National Conference of Physical Education, Health and Recreation and a slide presentation at the Early Childhood
Conference In Atlanta. Both Mr. Kruger and Mrs. Myers
feel that these programs brought positive publicity to
Madison.
Mrs. Patty Collins of Brldgewater was enrolled in the
p re-school Movement class along with her two year old
daughter Kathleen. Mrs. CoUins commented that Kathleen Is •anxious to begin again because she learned so
much last year and loved every minute of lt» Before
she entered the program she couldn't even Jump...
she was a poor coordinator.* After completion of the
program Kathleen had better perception, and awareness
of space and shape. Mrs. Collins paid for the sessions
what she considered a "nominal fee" of $15.00 for the
first 16 weejes.
Mr. Hayes Kruger commented, "I'm concerned that we
don't have the programs now because we felt we were
doing a good Job in meeting the needs of the children
in this area which couldn't have been met In any other
way. We thoroughly believed that what we were doing
was right for Madison College...proven by the very favorable reaction of the parents and the Improvement of
the children... the program was effective in providing experiences for Madison College students which they
couldn't get In any other way...and was helpful In effecting a change within local Physical Education programs by assisting local teachers and providing them
with a model."
Proposals for the Continuing Studies were sent by the
Instructors to Mr. Paul Sartorl, acting Dean of Continuing Studies, In October of this school year. The
main point stressed in the proposals was that Madison
students would have an opportunity to participate by
assisting In teaching, observing, and completing special studies projects. The proposals were turned down
with the suggestion that they be dealt with through the
Early Childhood Education Department as a regular
credit course. Mr. Kruger and Mrs. Myers felt the
programs would be Inadequate as a course for college
students and much more effective as a lab experience
dealing with the psycho-motor element which is discussed in the 370 theory classes. Early Childhood majors are required to take the 370 Physical Education
course for children already.
According to various administrators there are several reasons for the discontinuation of the programs.
In an interview with Kevin Coyle, "Breeze* Editor,
Dr. William Nelson, Vice President for Academic Affairs, cited the main reason as 'the programs were
not a part of Continuing Studies by definition itself...
the major objective of the office of Continuing Studies
is to provide educational opportunities for a broad
spectrum of people in the region served by the College
to Improve their post-high school education." Dr.
Nelson feels that the programs were not complying
with the definition of Continuing Studies in that the
programs were for children not for college students.
In regard to this view, Mrs. Patty Collins who participated in the P re-school class with her daughter, stated "the Instructors did not teach the children, they
taught the parents the Importance of aiding their children in physical development and how to administer
this aid effectively."
Dr. Nelson also stated that "since no students were
getting credit for the courses they weren't actually
benefiting and the students that did participate were

i

there as paid workers." Ruth Budd and Nancy Jo
Monissey, students who worked with the programs
last year, stated that "the majority of the workers
were volunteers and in addition to these were many
students observing not only for Physical Education
classes but for such things as Psychology case studies." Ruth Budd also commented, "when we first
heard we would have an opportunity to teach gymnastics we signed up before we knew we would be paid...
there was no monetary interest Involved." Ms. Budd
Is Resident Advisor at Fredrlckson Dorm and is completing her graduate degree in Physical Education at
Madison. Responding to the situation, Ms. Budd wrote
a "Letter to the Editor" of the "Breeze" and the Harrlsonburg "Dally News Record" complaining about the
discontinuation of programs she considered valuable.
After publication of the letter, members of the Department of Student Services reprimanded her on the
grounds that she was a part of the administration as
Resident Advisor and she should not criticize decisions
of her own administration, commented Ms. Budd. In
an interview with Kevin Coyle, "Breeze" Editor,
Dr. Nelson stated that/there were "gross inaccuracies
In the letter* but when questioned further he chose
not 9r* elaborate. Ruth Budd has now lodged a formal
complaint with the Student-Faculty Senate with the
opinion that her right of freedom of speech has been
violated.
In conclusion Dr. Nelson stated that "the Public Service Department has offered to continue the programs
on Saturdays and during the summer months." However, Mr. Kruger stated that "he had heard nothing
official In regard to the programs being continued...
only that the course proposals that had classes scheduled for those times were turned down."
Suggestions have been made by Dr. Nelson and Mr.
Sartorl that the programs be carried out at AnthonySeeger Campus School. If this was put Into effect it
would still eliminate a major part of the programs;
the Pre-school Movement Class. Mr. Sartorl, acting
Head of Continuing Studies, In an Interview with
"Breeze" Editor, Kevin Coyle, commented that "it
is not wise to have parents working with their own
children In such classes because they are too emotionally attached to their own children to work objectively." Mr. Sartorl felt that the programs could be
taught at the Campus School with adults viewing other's
children. It Is a fact-in Pre-school Movement Education that the parent must be present in order for
such young children to feel secure enough to operate
effectively. Most faculty members in the Physical and
Health Education Department regard Anthony-Seeger as
inadequately equipped for current Physical Education
without the added strain of additional programs. The
gym Is located in the basement with a six foot six inch
ceiling with exposed girders and a bare cement floor.
The only available movement facilities are ropes
suspended from the celling. Godwin Hall at Madison
is equipped with a special Movement Laboratory designed for the purposes of teaching Pre-schoolers.
Reliable sources state that last year a group of emotionally disturbed children were brought Into the gym
at Anthony-Seeger and climbed the ropes Into the
girders creating a dangerous situation.
Dr. Marilyn Crawford, Head of the Department of
Physical and Health Education at Madison commented
that "although the programs had many advantages they
are now not In accordance with the purposes of Madison College and the administration is discontinuing
them with the ultimate good of the college in mind.*
Mr. Kruger commented on a possible solution to the
situation, "what all parties Involved need to do is to
sit down together and talk like Intelligent human
beings.*
President Carrier cancelled his scheduled interview
with "Breeze* reporters concerning the Issue.
M^reeCneckGgTccounts^
* Student Loans

m 4 (Urliftt
Catering to Young women of all Ages

Gifts For Every
Woman on Your List!
HOLIDAY STORE HOURS:
Mta-iy throef- rrW«y 9-30-9:00
S«twr..v 9:30-5:00
-in downtown Harrlsonburg.

434-1331

Rockingham National Bank
larrisonburg •
Mt SioW

rtyers Co»« • Grottoes
Verona • Bridgewater

X

Star Gables Motel
Exit 6& off 1-81
TV — Air-Conditioning
Dial 434—1980 For Reservations

-

Rater $8.00 Single $10.00 Double
Bank Americard* Master Charge Accepted
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Madison Presents Summer And Smoke'

TV\M TOP»n
By DON
SNEAD
The Madison College Theatre
will present Its second performance of Tennessee William's
"Summer and Smoke" tonight
at 8 p.m. In Duke Hall's Latlmer-Shaeffer Theatre. The
production, which premiered
last night, is the second of the
year for the Madison theatre,
and will also be presented on
December 1,6,7 and 8.
The play Is centered around
a southern woman, Miss Alma,
who lives In a state of Internal
conflict. This conflict arises
when her Ideal of honor and
spiritual purity Is shattered by
her own physical desire. In
the ensuing struggle her physical desires overcome the _,
spiritual ones, but only after
she has rejected a relationship
with John. By the end John will
not accept her love and her

^"^

only recourse, as a result of
her completely changed character, Is to become a prostitute.
According to Allen Lyndrup,
the director of the play, Miss
Christina Davis will play Miss
Alma In the female lead and
Dennis Dewey wUl portray John In the male lead.
Regular admission for the
play Is $2.00, with a $1.00 admission for Madison students"
and $1.50 for other students.
Reservations can be made by
calling 434-7380 and special
group rates can be arranged by
contacting Chester Jordan, theatre manager, at 433-6320.
Free parking will be avaBable at the Anthony-Seeger
Campus School, across Main
Street from the Duke Fine Arts
Building.
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Photo by Bill White

Raffle To Help Retarded Children
For only fifty cents you can
buy a chance on a three day,
two night, all expense paid
trip for two to Bryce's Ski
Lodge. The lucky pair will
visit Bryce's January 9, 10,

and 11 which are the last three
days of Semester Break.
The profits from the raffle
will go directly to the Harrlsonburg-Rocklngham Association for Retarded Children.
The raffle Is sponsored on

Chess Championship

Photo by BUI White

Econ. Professor
Presents Ripers
Dr. Nell B. Mills, a professor of economics at Madison College, has recently
presented papers on transportation at two national conferences.
Both papers will be published in the "Proceedings'''
of these organizations. Dr.
Mills also had an article,
*«A Look at the Transportation System in the United
States,"
published in the
Summer 1973 issue of "Social Science."

3%>

^
<*>

BIKES
ni .5.MMNST.
HfcRfUSONBuROr

^3H-5855

The Madison Chess Players
will host The Virginia State
Chess Federation annual open
tournament championship on
December 1-2 in the Warren
Campus Center.
The tournament is open to the
public and participants from
all over Virginia are expected
to compete. There is an entry
fee of $10 and a $2 fee for
membership in The Virginia
Chess Federation.
First prize is $75 and second
prize is $25. Trophies will
also be awarded for winners
in the various classes.

Participants are asked to bring their own chess sets and
chess clocks if possible. Further Information is available
from the Madison College Chess Players advisors, Rinehart Kyler (434-1622) and Henry Myers (433-1356).

campus by Alpha Phi Omega,
National Service Fraternity
and locally by the Harrtsonburg-Rocklngham Associations for Retarded Children.
The profits will help establish a Boy Scout and Girl
Scout
Troop for retarded
Children and help to begin a
pre-school program for retarded children In the area.

Burger Chef
305 N. Moon St
A Meal for Everyone

t••••*• ••••••••******************^t

t WHITESEL MUSIC
MANDOLIN SALE
NOV. 30 - DEC. 15

(
*

All Mandolins In Stock
Reg. $89.95 To 5299.00

NOW
| $63.00 To $210.00
HARMONY GIBSON
CONTESSA
no trades

Close Out On
HG - 04 Guitars
bf
CONTESSA
3 Only In Stock

\.

*
*

Reg. List $164.50 With Cos*

*

NOW $99.00
Each Complete

*

cash sales/no trades
Excellent Prices On All String Instruments
In Stock

t

I

J 77 E. Market St. Electric Or Acoustic
Open 9-9
434-1376
Bet'lning Dec. 3rd
■»*••**••**•••**•***•*••*****••**•*»•

■
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SEALS AND CROFTS
By JANICE COATES & LINDA
SHAUT
On Sunday, November 18 an
early afternoon crowd was entertained by Seals and Crofts
In Godwin Hall. Sir Lawrence
Heath, the special guest, opened the concert. Some of his selections included «I Am Your
Leader", "Africa" and "In
Love."

Seals and Crofts'performance began with « My Mind Begins
to Wander", one of their older
songs. Other selections included "Hummingbird", "Diamond Girl*, "We May Never
Pass This Way Again", "Summer Breeze" and "Ruby Jean." They also included a
selection from their new al-

/

bum "Unborn Child" and ended
with some footstomplng bluegrass music.
The concert Sunday was only
their second performance in
three months. They have been
working on a new album to
be released shortly. After a
standing ovation and an encore, James Seals returned to
the stage for a discussion on

y

the Bahai faith and its relation to their music. He said
their music is a celebration
of the* Banal faith much in the
way that other religions are
celebrated by hymns and chants.
A capacity crowd attended the
concert and, for the most part,
were very well entertained.

"■«

■
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Nixon Surrenders Spliced Tapes
.. .
(CPS) -The disclosure
of. an
18-minute tone in one of the
subpoenaed Watergate tapes
has renewed speculation as to
whether more subtle aberrations - perhaps even deliberate ones r could be detected.
Audio experts at the 3M Company, a major manufacturer
of tape, agree that tapes can
be doctored by editing voices
in or out, by rearranging
words or by dubbing in an
impersonator's voice. After
the tapes are rerecorded the

_v •—!
_ii,w.* would
u,miM be
ho
physical
splices
eliminated and the ear couldn't
detect them.
However, by using certain
sophisticated equipment, skilled specialists could uncover
doctoring. Splicing interrupts
a tape's magnetic field, which
will show up on an oscilloscope.
Background sounds like a radio playing or a clock ticking
might also give away attempted alterations. An electronic signal correlator can

Date

Interviewer

Time

December 5

Augusta Co. Schools
Staunton, Va.

9:00 - 4:30

Arlington Co. Police Dept.
Arllnton, Va.

9:00 - 4:00

Culpeper Co. Schools
Culpeper, Va.

9:00 - 4:00

December 10

Alleghany Co. Schools
Covington, Va.

10:00 - 3:00

December 11

Madison Co. Schools
Madison, Va.

9:30 - 4:30

December 12

Hampton City Schools
Hampton, Va.

9:00 - 4:00

Lynchburg City Schools
Lynchburg, Va.

9:00 - 4:00

Hampton City Schools
Hampton, Va.

9:00 - 4:00

National Life and Accident Co.
Charlottesville, Va.

9:00 - 4:30

December 6

December 13

lock
bMk in
In on a background noise
and register any frequency
shifts that occur because of
splicing.
Nevertheless, the experts agree that It would be nearly
Impossible to detect the removal of entire conversations
by cutting at spots where the
recorder had stopped.
Also, the possibility of detection depends on the type of
equipment used for the bugging. Whether the recorders
used to monitor Presidential
conversations were highly sophisticated - as former Presidential aide Alexander Butterfleld once indicated to the
Senate Watergate Committee or "no Apollo system" as
President Nixon reaffirmed in
last week's press conference,
has yet to be resolved.
To garble the air even more,
tape specialists say only a
small number of persons are
skilled enough to detect sophisticated tape doctoring - "and
many of those work for the
government,"
one expert
reported.

MC Bridal Show
The Campus Program Board
is sponsoring a bridal showcase for all interested students on Wednesday, December 5. It will start at 7:00
p.m. in meeting room A of the
Warren Campus Center and
will last until 9:00 p. m.
Participants will include Brides House, Joseph Ney's and
Travel Associates. The merchants will be available for any
questions.

Golden China Restaurant
3d w. Wit* St.

s£\

Lunch - Dinner
SPECIAL LUNCHEON

Mon. - Sat.
•**■

Vw)
.x.
^9* \fr

11:00 - 3:00 P. M.

%M 3r

Open 7 day*
Mon.-Thurs. 8< Sun. -11 A.M. to 10:3OP.M.
Fri., Sat. - 11 A. M. to 11:30 P. M.
(with this ad, a 10% discount)
*.*.*.*.*
_

^S/
HS

• • • #T

presents

Gary U.S. Bonds
And Taxi

Testa — Mayo Recital
In E mln." by Haydn and the
The Madison College Depart■Sonata, Op. 7" by Grieg.
ment of Music presents Miss
This recital is in partial fuljoAnn Marie Testa, soprano,
fillment of the Bachelor of Muand Mrs. Lawana Blaker Masic Education degree.
yo, pianist, in Senior recital,
The recital is open to the pubSunday, Dec. 2, 1973, at 3:00
lic.
p.m. in Latlmer-Shaeffer Auditorium. Miss Testa will be
assisted by Paige Martlndale
Mrs. George Raymond Hicks
at the piano.
and Miss Mary Eleanor Hicks
Miss Testa will be singing
wish to thank all persons who
several selections in Italian,
so generously donated blood
German, and English, which
for Professor George Rayinclude, "Se Florlndo e femond Hicks. Special thanks go
dele", "Che flero costume,"
to
Professor Todd Zeiss and
•Ungeduld",
"Das VellchDr. Gordon Ohlsson for their
en", "Deborah", "When I
time and energy spent in helhave sung my songs", and
ping Mr. Hicks. All these ef■Why do they shut me out of
forts are deeply appreciated
Heaven?"
by his family.
Mrs. Mayo will be performing two piano sonatas, "Sonata

International Cheese

Classified s

it 433-121; And Gift Shop South Main
^i NOW! Cheese and Cheese Products
__ \j

FOR SALE: Levi Jean Jacket
Size 38 Two weeks old Best
offer. Call Ben at 5316.

*
-*

Give Cheese as a Christmas Gift!
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC CHEESE IN STOCK

+
*

;

ALSO MANY UNUSUAL GIFTS

;

+
Water Pipes, ( hess ?ets, CandlPS, -!••.
*■
••****••**********•***••••**•*•*•/'

Fri. Night Dec. 7 Only

MARTINS GARAGE

Members of the Folk and Social Dance group of Mtdiaon
perform a lively square dance in Godwin. photo by g^ Levlne

Afl

oooooooooooooooooooooqoooopoooooooote

o
O

» S

HELP WANTED: Walters and
Waitresses—Experience helpful, but not necessary. Apply
Spotswood Country Club or
phone'434-2471.

<
» <

.1
a

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt.
w/ water Included; $145.00
a month; located a few miles
outside of Harrlsonburg In the
country; Call Barbara or Kathy,
289-5064 after 5:00
available Jan. 1, 1974
<
FOR SALE: Typewriter, Royal
890 Manual with carrying case
$50.00 Call 5594 Ask for Gail

FOUND: Girls Glasses, Eliptical lenses, tortoise shell frames black case. Found in vicinity of Logan, Gifford, Harrison. Check at WCC Desk.

anas'

1
Uy JbwU&s&c* 7L/tfluutis

*s.

DONG'S STUDIO
of
KOREAN KARATE

s Jfc>'29,30

Self-Defense
. if-i onfldence
elf-I)lscl| line

pec. 1,67, 6

• 11 1
; 1

QlOOpm,.

\I i
1 my; ,

Martins Garage & The In

: I .
I

si r.

•

'

JIOO^I »«»•'

em : long
I, 111 N. I.iberi
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The Intramural Scene

By Chuck Lockard

Wrestlers Face Tough Schedule

Soccer Season Nears End
Volleyball Starts Dec. 4
The regular season of Intramural soccer ground to a close
last Wednesday as Shorts 2
rolled over SPE 6-1 on a rainsoaked field. Earlier in the
week surprising OX stopped
powerful Logan 2A from going undefeated and untied by
playing to a O-O tie In the rain.
Logan 2A, however, still finished as the League A regular season champion with a
7-0-1 record and has to rate
as a favorite in the playoffs.
Hanson AB firtlshe^ its undefeated season to League B with
a narrow 1 -0 shutout over win less Ashby B. Weaver B came
in second in League B with a
2-1 victory over EP.
The final standings for the
leagues are as follows:
League A
1. Logan 2A
2. N-9

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

7-0-1
6-2
5-3
5-3
3-4-1
2-5-1
2-5-1
2-6
2-6

Shorts 2
Off Campus
Sheldon
Ashby A
OX
Shorts 3
SPE

League B
1. Hanson AB
2. Weaver B
3. Weaver A
4. EP
5. AXP
6. TKE
7. Logan 13
8. Logan 2B

no playoffs in this league, to
fact, no playoff between the two
leagues was planned in the first place because of the supposed great difference in quality. League A being the stronger of the two. But Hanson AB,
because of its unblemished record and impressive season
will still get a shot at the League A champion Monday, December 3. The match could be
closer than many people think.
Now that soccer is nearly
finished, volleyball season Is
fast approaching. Coach Babcock says that only three or
four teams have signed up so
far. The regular sign-up deadline was November 29, but
in view of the light turnout
Coach Babcock has extended
the deadline until December 4.
This year the season will be
short consisting of only five
playing nights: December 4,
6, 10, 11, and 13. There will
be an organizational meeting
Sunday, December 2 at 7:00
In Godwin Gym. All team representatives must attend to
discuss the rules for the
season.

8-0
6-1-1
4-2-2
3-4
3-5
2-4-1
2-4-2
0-8

9. Ashby B

The League A playoffs are
scheduled to begin this weekend, and the semifinal matches will have been played
when this issue of the •Breeze" is published. Logan 2A,
however, will most likely get
by Off Campus to move to the
finals on Sunday even though
Logan only holds a narrow 4-3
overtime victory over Off
Campus during the regular season. And second place N-9
should be able to beat Shorts 2
on the basis of a earlier 3-1
victory. In any case, the league finals will be played Sunday, December 2 at 4:00.
Hanson AB went undefeated
in League B with an 8-0 record. However, there will be

Equestrian Team Successful
The equestrian team had a successful day at the Oak Manor
Field Hunter Trials held Sunday, November 18th. The riders
brought home nine ribbons and
two silver trophies. This event
was held over an open crosscountry course of various heights and kinds of obstacles to
be Jumped.
Ron White, riding Friar Tuck,
won a first place blue ribbon
and trophy In Green Working
Hunter. He teamed with Lenard
.Ponder, from Petersburg, to
win first place ribbons In the
Pair class.
Anita Foster, riding Christopher Robin, won a first place
ribbon and silver trophy In the
Handy Working Hunter. She also
won third in Open Working Hunter and teamed with Martha

O'Bannon, riding Cloud 9, to
win third place ribbons In the
Pair class.
Val Messner, riding Ball Boy,
won third place to the Green
Working Hunter.
Kim Overstreet, riding Mighty Fortress, won second place
in the Green Working Hunter
and fourth place in the Pair
Class.
Friar Tuck, Christopher Robin, Ball Boy, and Mighty Fortress were all owned by Oak
Manor Stables.

It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores

GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER
95 S. Main St.
Gifts of Distinction

187 N. Main St.
Complete Camera Dept.

Home Owned Stores With. .
FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS\
wmmiimiwmuui

e\ Accessories

mUL

Sporting Goods

WESTERN AUTO
HARRISONBURG

< ELGIN
VALUES

Coll Mrs. Price
10 yr. Experience

Swiss movements
Shock resistant
Unbreakable
mainspring

828-6941
;**********f*****¥**^**¥¥*¥*¥¥***

Books Books Books

*

WEEKEND SPECIAL

J.R.R. Toiken-Calender of '74

*

* Five lessons
* Rental Equipment

who was voted co-captain. At
142 should be Terry Bruser,
who was also voted co-captain.
He was voted Outstanding Wrestler last year. At 150 will
be either Ron Shelton or Jeff
Phlffer, who wrestled last
year. The 158 pound class Is
a problem. Two people fried
to lose weight, and have been
losing some stamina. The
wtestler could be Kevin Samson, George Arkwiight, or
Sam Villari. At 187 will be
either senior BUI Tabb or a
freshman, Bill Rudolph. Last
year Tabb bad the teams best
record at 8-1. At 177 should
be Mike Moore; ft 190, Jim
Nogle; and at Unlimited, Jim
Keefer.
The team has a tough schedule. The schedule win be as
tough as any of the varsity teams at Madison. Clark says
that they should win some matches. There is a tournament
this Saturday at U.Va., and the
home opener will be Dec. 7
against Hampden-Sydney.

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE

Bicycles, Ports

TYPING

LEARN TO SKI AT SKI LAND

By WADE STARLING
Madison College's Wrestling
Team is now in Its second year
of operation. Assistant Coach
Jay Clark is very optimistic
about the season. He says that
the team has been looking
good, and that there is a great deal of potential. There
have been many freshmen who
are good.
Clark says that he Is not yet
certain who will be wrestling
at the specific weights, but
that he has a pretty good
idea. Wrestling at 118 pounds
could be Larry Harrlgan.
Robert Peach, a freshman who
was a high school state champion last year, was looking very good at that weight. However, be hasn't been at practice since Thanksgiving, and
Clark says he has heard that
Peach quit the team.
*
Wrestling at 126 should be
Jeff Howard, if he can make
the weight. Jeff Rosenback,
who wrestled last year, may
wrestle at that weight. At 134
will probably be Tim O'Rouke,

New McCalls Cook Book

*

AJJ.C. off Indoor Houseplants

* Sixteen Skiing Hours - Tow Used

Cosell by Cosell

* All Inclusive Price

The Chronieles off Nomia

$39

* Advanced Reservations Required
Try Skiland'i Exciting Now Poly-Snow Ski
Surface. You've got to ski it to believe it!

i
t
i

Operating Hours:
£

Weekdays 2 PM to 11 PM
Weekends ^Holidays 9AM to U PM

J
£
*
+

SKI LAND S Charlottesvllle Ski Area
Route 290 East
Route 250 East (Shadwell/Charlottesvllle
exit from Int. 64)

The Graphic Work of M.C. Esher
and many children! books
•
e
e
e

17 Jewels
Calendar watches
Luminous dials
Men's and ladies' models

Come down and browse. We have opened the upstairs with
hand bound books at greatly reduced prices.

OatVour Elgin Witch*. Now I

David R Garber
Jeweler
296-8284

■»¥»»»JMHr^JMHMMM*»¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥¥<MMHHHHHMMri

49 Water St.
No Carrying Charge
We Employ College Students

NEW HOURS
11-9 MOO.- Fri.
10-6 Sat.

ms.
433-21*
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The Grandstander
By Von Jenkin*
Madison ended their 1973 soccer season against one of
the nation's strongest collegiate soccer teams. The
Dukes fell to the powerhouse of South Carolina, Clemson, 7-0 Sunday afternoon. As any one of Madison's
squad will assure you, Clemson Is not overrated and
losing to such a team Is by no means embarrassing.
Being selected to play Clemson In the first round of
N.C.A.A. Southern Regional Soccer Tournament is
quite an-honor In itself.
Tying Va. Tech. 1-1 late in regular season action gave
the team serious doubts as to whether or not Madison
would even be invited to the N.C.A.A. Tournament.
Madison, however, came on strong and won the state
championship by defeating George Mason 3-1.
The Dukes then clinched a shot at the N.C.A.A. Regional by edging the University of Maryland 1-0.
Four of the Dukes played their last game for Madison
last Sunday afternoon. Chico Diguardo, Tom Riley,
Dave Fulton and Al Mayer will graduate this spring.
The four will be greatly missed by next year's team.
All are four year veterans with the Dukes. They have
risen with the team from the status of being a mere
pushover to become one of the mightiest soccer powers
in the South.
Soccer competition will come to a close for the season
tomorrow afternoon as the VISA all-star game will be
here at 1:30. Pat Baker, Bob Viti, Ray Laroche, Al
Mayer and Chico Diguardo will be representing Madison on the West All-Star team.

i

The fencing club will meet
on Wednesdays from 7-8 pm
In Godwin 106. Please note
that the time has been changed.
All Interested men and women
are welcome.

LOOK
INSIDE

Generation Gap
Big G, Subs
and
1 if you really want to
• know us-look inside...
Don't Judge us by our cover.

Ottr. Thursday,
Frtfiy Nitts

Pizza

1010 S. Main St.
433-1667
(across from. College)

Ray Laroche attempts a corner kick in Madison's victory overGeorge Mason for the State

Dukes Fall To Clemson
By JEFF ATKINSON
The soccer team ended their
1973 season last Sunday with
a 7-0 loss to Clemson in the
first round of the NCAA Southern Regional Tournament.
However, the loss to Clemson did not overshadow the
Duke's other post season victories.
Madison defeated George
Mason 3-1 on Nov. 16th to
win the Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer Association and
Virginia College Athletic Association titles. The victory
gave the team it's second straight state championship.
Chico Diguardo scored Madison's first goal early in the
opening period. Dlguardo's
score came on a pass by Dave Fulton. Taking advantage
of a loose ball In front of
Mason's goal, Mike Northey
made the score 2-0. Finally,
with two minutes left In the

Eddie Hayden
Hobby Shop
: 42 W.Bruce St.
'.

Electric Shavers and
Small Appliances Repaired
A Complete Hobby Shop

434-7271

EXAM
Come To the Study - Skills Lab
LEARN HOW TO TAKE TESTS
200

^rnpioosMp Laroche was named to VISA
Western All-Star Squad.
Photo by Morgan

Pfcses: 6552
Coras By er Csli Fer Aest.

\

of cornerkicks by Maryland.
half, Diguardo scored once
John Provost, assisted Mayer
again. This time the assist
the entire match by shutting
went to Ray LaRoache.
Madison controlled the entire
off attacking linemen and plfirst half, as they outshot
acing the ball upfield to his
G-M 16-3. The second period
teammates.
saw a determined Mason te•Madison", said Vanderwaram trying to,fight back, but
ker, "played Its finest game1
they were able to find the net
ever at Catonsville." The 1-0
only once against a tenacious
victory, spoiled Maryland coach Doyle Royal's final game
Madison defense..
Coach Vanderwarker called
as their soccer coach. Royal
the triumph "a total team efhas coached the Teraplns for
fort.* He had praise for Pat
the past 25 years.
Baker's ability to shut-off Ma•Madison*, stated Vanderson's high-scoring forward,
warker, 'played very well agJohn Fenton.
ainst Clemson, but Clemson
This year's state match was
played extremely well against
dedicated by the team to Mius." Leading only by 1-0 at
ke Frye.Frye, a former memthe half, Clemson capitalized
ber of the soccer team, lost
on the loss'of goalie Mayer
his life In a construction acin the second period and sccident last spring.
ored six goals.
Two days after the state maClemson's goalie, Dennis
tch, the Dukes played the UniCariington, was called upon
versity of Maryland f or a berth
to make only one save while
In the NCAA Regional TournaMadison goalies recorded 21
ment. The matchplayedatCasaves on 34 shots on goal by
tonsville, Md. was extremely
Clemson.
tight, as both teams were un■I'm very proud of this teable to over power each otham", said Vanderwarker refer. But Tom Riley on an aserlng to the Duke's effort
sist from Ray LaRoach came
against Clemson. A surprising
through for Madison and sconumber of fans made the eight
red the only goal of the match.
hour trip to South Carolina,
Goalie Al Mayer, made se- and Vanderwarker was "exven saves for the Dukes, and
tremely pleased" by the effput on an exciting defensive
ort made to support the team.
performance In the closing
Five players from the Madminutes, as he stopped a volley ison squad were named to the
VISA Western Division team
Professional Typist
this year. First team honors
went to Chico Diguardo, Ray
Will type your Term Papers
LaRoache, Al Mayer, Pat Baand Assignments
ker, and Bob Vltt. Coach Vafor reasonable rates.
nderwarker was voted coach
Call 434-8015
of this year's Western Dtviion All-Stars.
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Gridders Win
Season Final
By BYRON L. MATSON
The Dukes finished the 1973
football season with a winning
effort by defeating Gallaudet
College 40-13 on Saturday,
November 17 In Washington,
D.C.
The win upped the
team record to 4-5.
The Dukes wasted no time
getting points on the board.
Mike Atalla returned the opening kick-off to the Duke
45 yard line. Tailback Bernard Slayton then carried 3
times for a first down at the
Gallaudet 42 yard line. On
the next play, Slayton broke
away and scampered 42 yards
for the touchdown. Bob Ward
added the extra point.
It was not long before Madison was scoring again. On
Gallaudet's third offensive
play, defensive halfback Mike
Atalla Intercepted a pass at
mldfleld and returned It to the
Gallaudet 42. Slayton then
carried to the 8 and Henry
Pike went In for the score.
Ward again kicked the point
after.
Toward the end of the first
quarter the Dukes blocked a
Gallaudet punt and the ball was
recovered on the Gallaudet 37
yard line. Quarterback Leslie
Branlch hit swlngback Artie
Bulman for a first down at the
20. Bulman then carried to the
15 and Ron Stlth rushed for
the touchdown. The extra point
was blocked.
On Gallaudet's next possession linebacker Jon Brentllnger intercepted a pass on the
Gallaudet 35 yard line and returned It to the 13. A clipping penalty and a 5 yard loss
moved the ball back to the 40
yard line. Branlch hit Len
Fields with passes at the 18
and the 3 for a first down.
Slayton carried for the touchdown.
Gallaudet began a drive which
started at their own 20 yard
line and ended at the Duke 35
yard line when Jon Drentlln. ger Intercepted his second
pass at the 20 and returned it
to the 35. On the very next
play Bernard Slayton dashed
65 yards for his third touchdown and a commanding 33-0
lead.
The second half began with
Gallaudet driving 80 yards for
their first touchdown. Their
drive was aided by a Duke
fumble and two straight defensive pass interference penalties.
Gallaudet threatened to score
once again when they recovered another Madison fumble on
the Duke 34 yard line. They
moved to the 14 yard line and
gambled on fourth down but
failed to convert and the Dukes
took possession.

Purple Defeats Gold
By Byron L. Matson
The varsity and Junior varsity basketball teams participated in the Third Annual
Purple and Gold Intersquad
Game on Tuesday, November
20, In Godwin Hall. The Purple squad, who led 39-28 at
halftlme, withstood a fighting
Gold comeback attempt In the
second half and won 78-73.
The teams were equally divided among the varsity and
Junior talent with everyone
having a chance to play. The
Gold team feU behind In the
first as a result of many
turnovers and good Purple rebounding.
The second half was another
story as both teams played
well with greatly improved
shooting. At one point In the
third period the Gold moved
to within one point but the
Purple held on and went on to
win by 5.
The Purple scoring attack
was led by freshman Sherman
DlUard with 13 points, Wllbert Mills followed with 12
and Dave Correll ended with
10. Tim Meyers of the Gold
led all scorers with 17 points.
Van Snowdon added 13 points
to the Gold effort. Leading
rebounders were John Cadman
with 9 and Jim Phillips who
pulled down 8. The Purple
completed 51% from the floor
while the Gold converted 47%.
After the game head coach
Louis Campanelll commented
that he was happy with the perDavid VanAlstyne goes past Rich Sumpter for a
shot In Madison's Purple-Gold game.
Photo by Morgan
On Gallaudet's next offensive
series Duke linebacker Bill
Lovegrave Intercepted at midfield and returned to the Gallaudet 47 yard line. This was
to be the first of four turnovers that occurred In a four
minute span. The Duke drive
ended at the 4 yard line when
Gallaudet Intercepted a Branlch pass. Gallaudet then began to move up field but fumbled and the Dukes recovered
at their own 40 yard line. On
the next play the Dukes fumbled and Gallaudet recovered
at mldfleld.

MID-WAY
ARCO
GROCERY

All Kinds Of
Luncheon Meats
Snacks of All Types and
Cold Beer
One Half Block
South of Campus
On Main Street

Again on the next play Duke
linebacker Steve Perllk intercepted a pass and returned It
to the Gallaudet 29 yard line
setting up the final Duke score.
Bubba Kennedy carried to the
17 and Branlch then scored on
two successive carries.
Gallaudet scored late in the
fourth quarter on a series of
passes to complete the scoring
at 40-13.

formance of both squads. He
added that in competition of
this type the men tend to
neutralize each other's moves
due to the fact that they have
been playing together for the
last five weeks. Offensively,
he predicted that his team has
the capability of producing 4
to 5 players In double figures
during the regular season
games. Defensively the team
wttl be mainly using a man to
man coverage with use of the
zone occasionally. The coach
also pointed out that the team
still needs a lot of work on rebounding.
The purple team was coached
by WSVA television,personality Bob Meyers. Coaching for
the Gold squad was provided
by John Miller and Richard
Parker, both of television station WVPT. The game was
attended by many radio, television, and newspaper personalities from the Harrlsonburg
area. Sports Information Director Richard Murray hosted
a dinner for the visiting news
men before the game In the
banquet room in Gibbons Dining Hall.

GRAHAM'S
SHOE SERVICE
111 North Liberty Street
Heel* while you wait
Free Parking
STORE OPEN
8-5 Mon.-Sat. ,
8-8 Thurs.
414-toae

WERNER'S MARKET, INC
Tubs and Pumps Furnished

Fri. Nite : Church I
Sat..- Razzmataz
Thurs. & Fri. - Ladiea Free
Saturday - Couples Only
Harrlsonburg, Va.

Old Milwaukee A Schliti Kegs
Cold .Bf.tr. A Cold Wine
TOP VALUE STAMPS
915 South High Street
Dail 434-6895

GOOD LUCK MADISON DUKES

THE STOCKADE

Fri.-Sun. 7:30-10:30
Mon.-Thur. 7:30-10

Visit Our Stereo Center
Olympic

Channel Master

Craig

JEWEL BOX
Tapes A Cassettes for Listening A Recording
"YOUR HOMETOWN JEWELER AWAY FROM HOME"

Sun. - Thurs. 11 am. til Midnight Fri. A Sat. 11 a.m. - 2 am.
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SCHEDULE OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS
EXAM GIVEN:

•CLASS MEETING:

Monday, December 17 from 0800 to 1000
0800 on MWF
Wednesday, December 19 from 1330 to 1530
0900 on MWF
Monday, December 17 from 1330 to 1530
1000 on MWF
Thursday, December 20 from 0800 to 1000
1100 on MWF
Thursday, December 20 from 1030 to 1230
1200 on MWF
Tuesday, December 18 from 1030 to 1230
1300 on MWF
Thursday, December 20 from 1600 to 1800
1400 on MWF
Tuesday, December 18 from 1600 to 1800
1500 on MWF
Wednesday, December 19 from 0800 to 1000
1600 on MWF
Wednesday, December 19 from 1030 to 1230
0800 on TuTh
Monday, December 17 from 1030 to 1230
0925 on TuTh
Wednesday, December 19 from 1600 to 1800
1050 on TuTh
Monday, December 17 from 1600 to 1800
1215 on TuTh
Tuesday,
December 18 from 1800 to 2000
1340 on TuTh
Thursday,
December 20 from 1330 to 1530
1500 on TuTh
Tuesday, December 18 from 1330 to 1530
1630 on TuTh
Friday, December 21 from 0800 to 1000
1900 on TuTh
Friday, December 21 from 1030 to 1230
2025 on TuTh
Examinations are to be given only during the scheduled examination period.

34 Chosen Who's Who
Thirty-four seniors at Madison College have been chosen
to have their biographies Included In "Who's Who Among
Students In American Universities and Colleges." The national publication annually lists toe most outstanding college students from throughout the country.
Thirteen of the Madison students are men and twenty-one
are women.
Madison students to appear in
•Who's Who* are:
Robin Ann Adair of Warrenton; B. Philip Blgler of Fairfax; Terrl A. Brewster of Springfield; Rita A. Costello of
Cumberland, Md.; Richard K.
Early of Portsmouth; Danny
Rlx Edwards of Chesapeake;
Donna Marie Forsyte of Bris-

tol; Jeffrey Michael Hamllnof
Turnersville N.J.; Kevin C.
Hose ha r of Triangle; John P.
Jacknlk of Rutherford, N.J.;
Patricia A. King of Alexandria; Brenda Faye Latlmer of
Bedford; Lois Vinlta Lynn of
Woodbrldge; Joyce A. Mack of
Arlington; Pamela Lynn Martin of Winter Park, Fla.; Marcla A. McOmberof Annandale;
Thomas Edwin Mulhearn of
Alexandria; Michael L.Norton
of Vienna; Barry W. Owen of
Glassboro, N.J.; Linda Ann
Padgett of Levittown, New
York;
Virginia Dante Perry of Richmond; Christine Marie Purtell of Manassas; Stephen J.
Ryan of Vienna; Marilyn J. Sobanskl of Fairfax; Robert*Estes Spencer Jr. of Lynchburg;

Rumor Continued

(Continued From Page 1)
pplles the college's electricity
has not threatened to cut back
any voltage. Therefore, Mr.
Scott said that turning off lights is not the most Important
solution to the energy crisis
although electricity will be spared In order to keep In accordance with the general crisis. Lights will not be turned
off in the dormitory areas except for the N series courtyard.
The only possible fuel shortage which Madison College could be confronted with in the
future, is a shortage of oil.
Back campus, Godwin Hall,
and the campus building across Main Street derive their
energy from oil. Presently,
there is no shortage, but the
tanks are not being kept stocked in advance as the power
plant would prefer. In light of
this, one of the two oil-burning
furnaces Is being kept out of

service between the hours of
9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
The rest of the campus-the
older buildings-derive their
energy from steam generation, which is generated from
the consumption of coal. There
is absolutely no chance of a
shortage of coal in the near
future.

Robert C. Stacy of Annandale;
Jean Alice Stark of Bel Air,
Md.; Audrey W. Stout of Big
Stone Gap; Roberta E. Widdlcombe of Annandale; Melanle
P. Wood of Arlington; John
Clinton Wright Jr. of Frederick, Md.; Judy A. Wyatt
of Harrington, Del.; Jane L.
Zlegler of Arlington; andLlnda Lee Zoulek of Seaford, Del.

Dickerson
Dr. Z. S. Dickerson, Jr.,
head of Madison College's Department of Business Education and Office Administration, received the "Outstanding
Southern Business Educator"
Award at the fifty-first Annual Convention of the Southern Business Education Association In New Orleans,
Louisiana, November 21-24.
The award is based upon the
recipient's contribution to local, state, regional and national business education associations, contribution to
students in business education, classroom teaching and
contribution to the profession.

WMRA Holds Buffet
WMRA wlU hold Its' first
banquet, a buffet dinner, at the
Black Friar Dinner Theatre
tonight at 7:00 p.m. The festivities will include the presentation of WMRA radio
awards and a speech by guest
speaker Anne Warner, administrative assistant to the
director of the Radio Information Office of the National
Association of Broadcasters.
Ms. Warner, received a
Bachelor of Science degree in
Secondary Education at Bucknell University and taught English in Montgomery County,
Maryland, for three years before attending graduate school
at Michigan State University.
Upon completion of her studies at Michigan State she returned to Montgomery County
and worked as a television
script writer and production

#'

When Too Think Of Jewelry

Think of

Happy The Man
•Happy The Man", a progressive rock music group, will be
In concert on Saturday night at
8:30 p.m. In the Warren Campus
Center Ballroom.
The concert is sponsored by
Dr. James West's Jazz Ensemble and there Is no charge.

Dana Hegerle of the Porpoise Club performs a flawless
™£ne to the Holiday Exhibition.
Photo by Bob Levine

Your Registered Jeweler
In Downtown Harrisonburg

S
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THE BODY SHOP
LP Records from $3.99
Wrangler Jeans - Cords

Now!
Only $2.00

Shirts - Jackets - Baggies

LIFETIME
SOCIAL SECURITY!
-PERMA CARDS-

PROBLEMS?
EiriMtl

in tiler AX nil
nerseas trailing
For the session starting Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified American students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the beginning.

Wilson Jewelers
1
1I

coordinator for the Montgomery County Public Schools Department of Educational Media
and Technology. In April of
1972 she Joined NAB's Radio
Information Office.

Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per
week (12-16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.
In addition. Euromed provides students with a 12 week intensive cultural orientation program, with
American students now studying medicine in that particular country serving
as counselors
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university art
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.

For application and further
information, phone toll free,

Leather Coats - Dexter Shoes

(800) 645-1234
emmMmmm^Bmrnmimmiam""""""

or write,

Euromed, Ltd.

The Purple Building
Open

Call i+34-2195
.

Mon.-Frt

10 - 9

Sat. 10-5

170 Old Country Road
Mineola. N.Y 11501

